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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE
To characterize potential drug safety signals identified from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS), from 2008 to 2019, to determine how often these signals resulted in regulatory action by the FDA and whether these actions were corroborated by published research findings or public assessments by the Sentinel Initiative.

DESIGN
Cross sectional study.

SETTING
USA.

POPULATION
Safety signals identified from the FAERS and publicly reported by the FDA between 2008 and 2019; and review of the relevant literature published before and after safety signals were reported in 2014-15. Literature searches were performed in November 2019, Sentinel Initiative assessments were searched in December 2021, and data analysis was finalized in December 2021.

MAIN OUTCOME MEASURES
Safety signals and resulting regulatory actions; number and characteristics of published studies, including corroboration of regulatory action as evidenced by significant associations (or no associations) between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event.

RESULTS
From 2008 to 2019, 603 potential safety signals identified from the FAERS were reported by the FDA (median 48 annually, interquartile range 41-61), of which 413 (68.5%) were resolved as of December 2021 (372 of 399 (93.2%) signals ≥3 years old were resolved). Among the resolved safety signals, 91 (22.0%) led to no regulatory action and 322 (78.0%) resulted in regulatory action, including 319 (77.2%) changes to drug labeling and 59 (14.3%) drug safety communications or other public communications from the FDA. For a subset of 82 potential safety signals reported in 2014-15, a literature search identified 1712 relevant publications; 1201 (70.2%) were case reports or case series. Among these 82 safety signals, 76 (92.7%) were resolved, of which relevant published research was identified for 57 (75.0%) signals and relevant Sentinel Initiative assessments for four (5.3%) signals. Regulatory actions by the FDA were corroborated by at least one relevant published research study for 17 of the 57 (29.8%) resolved safety signals; none of the relevant Sentinel Initiative assessments corroborated FDA regulatory action.

CONCLUSIONS
Most potential safety signals identified from the FAERS led to regulatory action by the FDA. Only a third of regulatory actions were corroborated by published research, however, and none by public assessments from the Sentinel Initiative. These findings suggest that either the FDA is taking regulatory actions based on evidence not made publicly available or more comprehensive safety evaluations might be needed when potential safety signals are identified.

Introduction
Post-marketing pharmacovigilance is an essential component for monitoring drug safety, providing early identification of potential adverse events related to drugs through a combination of voluntary and active surveillance efforts. Although clinical trials conducted before drugs come to market are used to establish drug toxicity and assess potential major adverse events, rare adverse events can be missed, such as those that result from extended periods of use or that are more common in specific subsets of individuals. For many years, the primary post-marketing surveillance system in the US has been the Food and Drug Administration (FDA)’s database of spontaneous adverse event reports from drug manufacturers, healthcare staff, or consumers, the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS). Reporting of adverse events has steadily increased over the past 10 years, from 780,000 in 2011 to >2.3 million in 2021. To manage this volume, the FDA uses various data mining techniques to analyze reports and identify potential safety alerts from the FAERS that require further investigation or regulatory changes.
The strength and accuracy of spontaneous adverse event reporting surveillance systems have been extensively debated, however, with reported limitations of disproportionate reporting of serious adverse events and uncertainty in determining causality. For the FAERS specifically, underreporting, redundancies, selection bias, and incomplete data have been described. Also, >90% of adverse events in the FAERS are reported by drug manufacturers, most likely because of mandatory reporting requirements, suggesting the possibility of single source bias. Reports from non-medical staff can also confuse true associations; for example, many reports identifying adverse cardiovascular events from the use of celecoxib were submitted by legal professionals. Finally, stimulated reporting can be an issue with spontaneous reporting systems, whereby media attention and regulatory influences temporarily increase reports of adverse events and, in turn, the probability of false positive results.

Despite these limitations, spontaneous reporting surveillance systems, such as the FAERS, are the main method of post-marketing pharmacovigilance. Potential signals from the FAERS have resulted in numerous safety communications and boxed warnings, each of which has the potential to affect which drug treatments patients use, change prescribing habits of physicians, and even influence decisions about insurance coverage. In recent years, efforts have increased to look at these widely reported failings and improve the accuracy of passive surveillance systems, such as data mining techniques, examination of the medical literature, and active analysis of ongoing clinical trials or studies. Also, in 2008, the FDA launched the Sentinel Initiative, an active surveillance system intended to complement the FAERS to assess the safety of drugs approved by the FDA under real world conditions. The program uses a distributed data network that has selected claims and electronic health data from multiple health systems in the US that allows the FDA to conduct analyses to assess potential drug safety signals as part of their surveillance efforts.

The extent to which these additional measures are used, however, and their influence on potential safety signal assessments is not clear. In 2007, the FDA Amendments Act required the FDA to report potential safety signals identified from the FAERS in quarterly reports, regardless of whether the investigation of the safety signal had reached a conclusion or whether a regulatory change had occurred. Public reporting of these safety signals provides an opportunity to retrospectively examine safety signals that were identified with the FAERS, to better understand this pharmacovigilance system. Therefore, the objective of this study was to characterize recently reported potential safety signals and describe whether these signals were confirmed or supported by the medical literature. Specifically, we examined all potential safety signals reported from 2008 to 2019, determining how often a safety signal led to a regulatory action by the FDA. Then, for a subset of signals reported in 2014-15, we determined whether relevant published research existed that might have informed the regulatory actions and whether the research corroborated the regulatory action (ie, if a significant association described in the published research aligned with the regulatory action), to provide insight into the FDA’s actions for potential safety signals identified from the FAERS. Finally, to better understand whether regulatory information outside of published research was used to corroborate regulatory actions, we also searched assessments publicly reported by the Sentinel Initiative.

Methods

The study was prepared in accordance with the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) reporting guideline for cross sectional studies.

Characterization of FAERS signals and subsequent FDA safety actions

In accordance with Title IX, Section 921 of the FDA Amendments Act of 2007, the FDA screens the FAERS database every two weeks, later amended to “regular screenings” by the 21st Century Cures Act, and publishes all aggregated safety signals in a quarterly report, Potential Signals of Serious Risks/New Safety Information Identified from the FDA Adverse Reporting System (FAERS). From these quarterly reports, we identified all potential safety signals, including the drug name, adverse events for the signal, and FDA actions taken for the signal, for the period 2008-19. We excluded signals for non-therapeutic products, contrast dyes, medical devices, quasi-drugs, and drug-drug interactions as the adverse event.

Next, signals were classified by their resolution status: signals associated with the regulatory description “FDA is evaluating the need for regulatory action” were classified as unresolved and all others were classified as resolved. Resolved signals were then categorized as requiring or not requiring regulatory action. Regulatory actions included public

Fig 1 | Proportion of potential safety signals identified from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System by the FDA that were resolved, 2008-19. Numbers above each column are total number of potential safety signals identified by the FDA in each year
communications from the FDA, dear healthcare provider letters, changes to drug labeling, including boxed warnings, and withdrawal of drugs. Before 2010, the FDA used different communication methods to alert clinicians about new safety events, such as news releases, healthcare professional sheets, and public health advisories. From 2010, the FDA used drug safety communications as its primary method of notification for post-market adverse event alerts. In this study, safety communications included all previous methods of communication as well as drug safety communications.

Corroboration of reported safety signals

To determine whether published research studies or public assessments by the Sentinel Initiative corroborated or refuted the safety signals identified from the FAERS, we focused on a subset of signals reported in 2014-15. We anticipated that by November 2019, the time of our searches, most signals reported in 2014-15. We examined the evidence cited in the regulatory action to support the relation between the safety signal and the drug.

Evidence cited as part of FDA safety actions

Before searching the literature and the Sentinel Initiative website for corroborating evidence, we examined the evidence cited in the regulatory action in response to the subset of safety signals. For each regulatory change to the drug label, we reviewed the evidence cited by the label to determine if the safety signal identified from the FAERS was explicitly cited, and reviewed any other evidence, as well as the context and timing of when the safety signal was identified. For signals that resulted in a drug safety communication, we examined the communication to determine the evidence cited within the data summary section of the drug safety communication to support the relation between the safety signal and the drug.

Corroboration of reported safety signals: literature search for published studies

For each signal reported, we searched for text words and medical subject headings terms for the generic drug or brand name of the drug and its associated adverse event (supplemental table 1). Searches were conducted in Ovid Medline, Ovid Embase, and Web of Science Core Collection, from when the database was established to 1 November 2019. We used recommended search filters for adverse events and drug or brand name of the drug and its associated therapeutic type (drug or biologic) and adverse event type (cardiovascular or not cardiovascular), with a method developed previously.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>No of signals</th>
<th>No of signals with resolution</th>
<th>No of signals requiring no regulatory action</th>
<th>No of signals requiring regulatory action: drug label change</th>
<th>No of signals requiring regulatory action: early warning communication</th>
<th>No of signals requiring regulatory action: drug safety communications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 | Characteristics of potential safety signals identified from the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse Event Reporting System publicly reported by the FDA, 2014-15

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No (% of signals)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total No of signals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated product type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biologic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapeutic area:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune/musculoskeletal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular, diabetes, or lipids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infectious disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neurology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated adverse event type:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardiovascular adverse event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-cardiovascular adverse event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
at risk overall. For case series and case reports, we extracted the number of adverse events associated with the signal and the number of patients at risk overall. All data were extracted independently by two reviewers (MMD and XS). All disagreements were resolved by discussion with a third author (JSR).

**Published studies: regulatory action corroboration**

We determined whether regulatory actions were corroborated by the published literature. Regulatory actions that led to changes in drug labeling or other safety communications were considered corroborated when at least one study type confirmed a significant relation between the safety signal and the drug in the same direction (ie, increased risk of harm). For signals that did not result in action by the FDA, actions were considered corroborated if no identified studies confirmed a significant relation between the signal and the drug. Case series, case reports, and other descriptive studies, such as retrospective incidence or prevalence studies, cannot provide inferential evidence of associations between a safety signal and a drug, and therefore these studies were not considered to corroborate a regulatory action.

**Corroboration of reported safety signals: Sentinel Initiative assessments**

We also determined whether regulatory actions were corroborated by assessments reported by the Sentinel Initiative (search conducted 13-24 December 2021). For each signal reported, one author (MMD) searched for the generic drug or brand name of the drug and its associated adverse event, and examined all publicly available assessments examining the relation between the safety signal and the drug. We extracted results from all reported assessments. A 10% random sample of the signals searched was cross referenced with search results obtained by another author (JSR), with complete inter-rater agreement.

**Statistical analysis**

Descriptive data are reported as number (percentage), median (interquartile range), and mean (standard deviation). The proportion of regulatory actions with and without corroborated findings within the published literature are reported with descriptive statistics. All statistical analyses were conducted in R 3.6.0 (R foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria), JMP statistical software version 15.0.0 (SAS Institute), Python statistical software version 3.8 (Python), and Excel spreadsheet software version 16.16.27 (Microsoft).

**Patient and public involvement**

Improving data access and transparency are core concepts that inspired the development of the FAERS interactive dashboard. FAERS spurs submission of more detailed and complete reports from consumers, healthcare providers, and other members of the public. Complete and detailed reports are immensely helpful to the agency when identifying safety signals and associated adverse events.
choosing particular products for further scrutiny. In this way, patients and members of the public contributed to the data used in our reporting although they were not directly involved in producing this research with us. We used publicly available data and information from the FDA website, the Sentinel Initiative website, and published journal articles. No patients were involved in setting the research question or the outcome measures, nor were they involved in developing plans for design or implementation of the study. No patients were asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of results. Unfortunately, we could not determine what proportion of the potential safety signals reported in the quarterly reports aggregated by the FDA from the FAERS were initiated by patients.

Results
Potential safety signals and subsequent FDA actions
From 2008 to 2019, 603 potential safety signals were reported in the quarterly reports compiled by the FDA from the FAERS (median 48 annually, interquartile range 41-61). Of these 603 signals, 413 (68.5%) were resolved (as of December 2021, fig 1), including 372 of 399 (93.2%) signals ≥3 years old; 120 of 399 (29.1%) signals applied to multiple drugs in one class. Among the resolved potential safety signals, 91 (22.0%) required no regulatory action and 322 (78.0%) resulted in regulatory action, including 319 (77.2%) changes in drug labeling and 59 (14.3%) drug safety communications or other public communications from the FDA (table 1).

Eighty two potential safety signals identified from the FAERS were reported by the FDA in 2014-15, of which 66 (80.5%) were for drugs and 16 (19.5%) were for biologics. Seven (8.5%) were signals associated with cardiovascular adverse events and 75 (91.5%) were other adverse event types (table 2). Among these 82 safety signals, 76 (92.7%) were resolved and 60 (73.2%) resulted in regulatory action, including 13 (15.9%) drug safety communications, 35 (42.6%) early warning communications from the FDA, and 60 (73.2%) changes in drug labeling.

Evidence cited as part of FDA safety actions
Sixty safety signals reported in 2014-15 were resolved and resulted in regulatory action. All 60 led to changes in drug labeling but none stated that the evidence supporting the change was explicitly from the FAERS. Fifty two (86.7%) signals stated that the adverse event had occurred in patients taking the drug, whereas six (10%) also stated that the adverse events were reported in clinical trials that supported the original approval. Eight (13.3%) changes in drug labeling did not include an explicit statement of any evidence supporting the safety action.

Of the 13 drug safety communications from the safety signals reported in 2014-15, 11 (84.6%) explicitly cited the FAERS as evidence for the association between the drug and the adverse event, including one that also cited case reports from the literature and two that also cited case reports submitted by the sponsoring pharmaceutical company. Of the two (15.4%) drug safety communications that did not explicitly cite the FAERS as evidence, one cited one case report from the literature and another stated that the adverse event had occurred in patients taking the drug (but did not state where this evidence had been reported).
Safety signal literature search
In total, 8465 studies were identified for screening by the corresponding searches for each of the 82 potential safety signals reported in 2014-15 (supplemental figure 1). After screening of the titles and abstracts, 3700 full text records were manually assessed for eligibility; 1712 publications, published 1964-2019, were found to be eligible. At least one relevant publication was identified for 61 (74.4%) signals but no relevant publications were identified for 21 (25.6%) signals. The median number of publications identified for each safety signal was 3.5 (interquartile range 0.75-10.5) and the safety signals associated with the largest number of publications were signals examining the risk of angiogenesis inhibitors or bisphosphonates for osteonecrosis of the jaw (n=510) and the risk of tumor necrosis factor α inhibitors for psychiatric or nervous system disorders (n=314) (fig 2). Of the 1712 eligible publications, 1201 (70.2%) were case series or case reports, 188 (11.0%) were prospective studies, 159 (9.3%) were retrospective non-incidence or prevalence studies (ie, inferential observational research), 105 (6.1%) were retrospective incidence or prevalence studies (ie, descriptive observational research), and 59 (3.4%) were meta-analyses.

The 59 meta-analyses were published between 2001 and 2019. The lead sponsor was a pharmaceutical company in nine (15.3%) studies, a government or public organization in 15 (25.4%), and a non-profit organization in seven (11.9%); seven (11.9%) had at least one author who was employed by a pharmaceutical company. The median number of studies included in each meta-analysis was 11 (interquartile range 6-39). Nineteen (32.2%) reported a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event.

The 188 relevant prospective studies were published between 1992 and 2019. The lead sponsor was a pharmaceutical company in 100 (53.2%) studies, a government or public organization in 21 (11.2%), and a non-profit organization in 10 (5.3%); 66 (35.1%) had at least one author who was employed by a pharmaceutical company. Of these 188 prospective studies, 129 (68.6%) were controlled, 117 (62.2%) were randomized, 73 (38.8%) were double blinded, and 114 (60.6%) were multicenter studies. Fifty three (28.2%) studies reported a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event.

The 159 relevant retrospective non-incidence or prevalence studies were published between 1981 and 2019. The lead sponsor was a pharmaceutical company in 23 (14.5%) studies, a government or public organization in 37 (23.3%), and a non-profit organization in 19 (11.9%); 25 (15.7%) had at least one author who was employed by a pharmaceutical company. Of these 159 retrospective non-incidence or prevalence studies, 107 (67.3%) were retrospective cohort studies and 30 (18.9%) were case-control studies. Sixty five (41.0%) studies reported a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event.

The 1201 relevant case series or case reports were published between 1964 and 2019. These case series and case reports included 8809 observations of the adverse event associated with the signal among 49 816 individuals who used the drug.

Published research for each safety signal identified
For the 82 potential safety signals reported in 2014-15, the median number of relevant publications was 2.5 (interquartile range 0.75-10): 0 (0-0) meta-analyses, 0 (0-1) prospective studies, 0 (0-1) retrospective non-incidence or prevalence studies, 0 (0-0) retrospective incidence or prevalence studies, and 1 (0-5) case series or case reports. The median number of relevant publications published after the safety signal was identified was 1 (interquartile 0-4): 0 (0-0) meta-analyses, 0 (0-1) prospective studies, 0 (0-1) retrospective non-incidence or prevalence studies, 0 (0-0) retrospective incidence or prevalence studies, and 0 (0-2) case series or case reports.

Regulatory action corroboration by published literature
Of the 82 potential safety signals reported in 2014-15, 76 were resolved, with at least one relevant research publication identified for 57 (75.0%) signals and no relevant published research study for 19 (25.0%) signals. Of the 57 resolved signals with at least one relevant published research study, FDA regulatory actions (or no regulatory action) were corroborated for 17 (29.8%) signals by at least one study showing a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event (in the case of subsequent FDA regulatory action) or no association (in the case of no subsequent FDA regulatory action) (fig 3).

Thirteen (22.8%) signals were resolved, with at least one relevant published study, that were not followed by FDA regulatory action. Studies showing no significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event were found for 12 (92.3%) signals whereas a study demonstrating a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event was found for 1 (7.7%) signal.

Forty four (77.2%) signals were resolved, with at least one relevant published study, that were followed by FDA regulatory action. A study demonstrating a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event was found for five (11.4%) signals and no studies showing a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event were found for 39 (88.6%) signals. Among the two, 17, and 44 resolved signals with at least one relevant published study that were followed
by at least a drug safety communication, early warning communication, or change in drug labeling, respectively, a study demonstrating a significant association between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event was found for one (50%), four (23.5%), and five (11.4%) signals, respectively.

Sentinel Initiative assessments
For the 82 safety signals, we identified four (5.3%) with at least one relevant public assessment by the Sentinel Initiative. Of these, all were assessments that quantified the incidence rate of the adverse event related to the signal. No assessments were identified that examined significant associations between the drug related to the signal and the adverse event, which would be needed to corroborate FDA regulatory action.

Discussion
Principal findings
We characterized all safety signals identified from the FAERS that were published by the FDA from 2008 to 2019, evaluated how often a safety signal resulted in regulatory action by the FDA and, for a subset of signals reported in 2014-15, determined whether relevant published research or public Sentinel Initiative assessments existed that might have corroborated or refuted the FDA’s regulatory actions. Among potential safety signals identified from the FAERS by the FDA from 2008 to 2019, about 70% were resolved, including more than 90% of those ≥3 years old, and nearly 80% led to regulatory action, most often changes to drug labeling. Of the subset of signals reported in 2014-15, at least one relevant study was found in the literature for about 75% of the signals but most of these studies were case reports or case series. Moreover, only a third of regulatory actions were corroborated by studies published in the literature. Also, at least one relevant public Sentinel Initiative assessment was found for only 5% of safety signals but none corroborated the regulatory actions by the FDA.

Comparison with other studies
Our study suggests that although most of the potential safety signals identified from the FAERS were resolved, about 30% were unresolved. These unresolved signals were mainly from quarterly reports made public over the past three years. These findings are similar to those of Beninger and Murray who found that 61% of potential safety signals identified from the FAERS were resolved and that most unresolved signals were <3 years old. The FDA Amendments Act requires the FDA to publicly report potential safety signals, but no strict deadline is indicated by which safety signal evaluations must be completed. To ensure that the process for determining appropriate regulatory action is timely and transparent, encouraging prompt evaluation and resolution of all reported signals while also minimizing uncertainty for patients and clinicians in care decisions, a timeframe for evaluating signals identified from the FAERS, along with annual public reporting of progress, might be necessary.

We found that most safety signals identified from the FAERS were resolved, and that among these, 80% led to regulatory action, most commonly changes to drug labeling. Few of these regulatory actions that resulted in a change in drug labeling or a drug safety communication, however, cited evidence other than the safety signal identified from the FAERS. We found that for about a quarter of these regulatory actions, no published evidence or Sentinel Initiative assessments existed to corroborate the risk (or lack of risk) to safety between the drug and the associated adverse event. Also, when published studies in the medical literature were identified, most were case reports or case series, which are often small, lack generalizability, and generate anecdotal evidence comparable with the quality of the evidence available from the FAERS. These findings are consistent with research conducted by FDA staff, who characterized the sources of data triggering and supporting the identification of new safety risks of drugs approved by the FDA communicated through safety related labeling changes, and determined that 70% were prompted by the FAERS safety reports.

Policy implications
Are published research and public assessments by the Sentinel Initiative necessary to update a product label in response to adverse event reports identified through the FAERS? First, the supporting evidence will vary depending on the severity of the adverse event, how often patients are expected to experience it, and how commonly the drug is used. For example, many potential safety signals are rare adverse events and designing a study that would offer inferential evidence would not be feasible. Second, FDA staff have access to the full details for every adverse event report and can follow-up with the reporting source to get more information, evaluate the likelihood and mechanism of action, and assess the potential for causality. Third, other information sources, including clinical trial data submitted to the agency and decisions made by international regulators, can be scrutinized. The FDA explicitly states that other forms of evidence, beyond the published literature and public assessments by the Sentinel Initiative, can be used to inform the FDA’s regulatory actions. These additional information sources or the agency’s reasoning, however, are not routinely made public or cited in changes to drug labeling or in drug safety communications. This lack of transparency has implications globally, because state regulators frequently disagree with one another on whether to issue drug safety warnings. In the context of more than 2.3 million adverse events reported to the FDA through the FAERS in 2021 alone, understanding how the agency makes decisions to change drug labels and based on what evidence is vital. Our findings suggest that the FDA has a low evidentiary threshold to change drug labeling to include new adverse events after identification from the FAERS. This practice is codified by law, which requires only "reasonable evidence of a causal association with a drug; a causal relationship need not
have been definitely established” to add a new adverse reaction to the warnings and precautions section of a product label, and similarly explains that “only those adverse events for which there is some basis to believe there is a causal relationship between the drug and the occurrence of the adverse event” to add a new adverse reaction to the adverse reactions section of a product label. Although this practice could help increase awareness among patients and physicians of possibly rare but serious adverse events, many adverse events derived from low quality evidence could be reported on drug labels. Similar reliance on low quality evidence has been reported for safety communications for drugs and medical devices.29-31 Knowing what evidence was used to support regulatory actions to resolve safety signals, as well as what other evidence might have corroborated those actions, could inform and improve clinical decision making. The public and those who prescribe drugs, who might be asked to change the drug treatments they use or prescribe, would benefit from understanding the strength of the evidence on which regulatory safety actions are based.

Our findings highlight the need for robust and larger scale post-market safety studies to strengthen the quality of evidence and to evaluate rare safety events, particularly because many regulatory safety actions are taken only from signals identified from the FAERS. Well designed post-market safety studies might be particularly crucial for drugs approved under the Accelerated Approval program by the FDA, where pivotal trials tend to be smaller and to evaluate surrogate markers as primary endpoints,32 33 as well as for biologics, both of which have been found to be associated with higher rates of post-market safety actions by the FDA, such as withdrawals, black box warnings, and safety communications.34 Although conducting clinical trials in response to every potential safety signal would not be feasible, recent efforts over the past decade to promote sharing of clinical trial data suggest that collecting these data at the drug or class level might offer opportunities for safety analyses examining rare adverse events.35 36

We found that few safety signals were evaluated by the Sentinel Initiative, suggesting that this active surveillance system, or others such as the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics network with similar resources, are being under used for post-market safety evaluations. Other efforts to advance evaluation of safety signals with real world data sources could also be considered. These assessments and evaluations must be made public, however, including specifying the safety outcome of interest in advance, to ensure their rigor and reliability.37 The FDA has indicated that it intends to further strengthen the Sentinel Initiative through user fee funds, increase public availability of the system, and enhance its ability to conduct analyses of specific safety issues.38 Further research will be crucial to determine the effectiveness of these initiatives in increasing detection and improving evaluation of potential safety signals identified from the FAERS.

Limitations of this study
Our study has important limitations. First, the more comprehensive in-depth corroboration analysis of potential safety signals from the FAERS was performed on a subset of safety signals reported in 2014-15, which might not be applicable to safety signals reported more recently. No known change to FDA policy in evaluating potential safety signals identified from the FAERS has been reported, however, with the exception of possibly increasing reliance on the Sentinel Initiative for safety assessments. Second, our search of assessments by the Sentinel Initiative was conducted in December 2021, whereas our search for relevant published literature was completed in 2019. Although more studies might have been published since our search was completed, we do not expect substantive changes to our overall findings, particularly because few relevant research studies were found that were published after the potential safety signal was identified from the FAERS. Third, we did not evaluate regulatory actions taken in other countries in response to these safety signals, which might have informed the FDA’s regulatory actions, nor could we consider unpublished studies or other data accessible to the agency but not publicly available. Fourth, when determining whether the evidence reported in the medical literature corroborated a regulatory action taken by the FDA, we did not consider the quality of the published study beyond the study design. For some safety signals, however, case studies or other descriptive evidence might be considered sufficient to corroborate regulatory actions. Finally, although our analysis focused on all changes to drug labeling, we would expect that the implications for patient drug use and clinician prescribing would differ between a black box warning being added to the product label versus an addition to the adverse reaction section.

Conclusions
Among potential safety signals identified from the FAERS that were reported by the FDA from 2008 to 2019, about 70% were resolved, of which nearly 80% led to regulatory action, most often changes to drug labeling. Among a subset of potential safety signals reported in 2014-15, at least one relevant study was found in the literature for about two thirds of the signals; however, most were case reports or case series. Although only a third of regulatory actions were corroborated by studies published in the literature, none was corroborated by public assessments by the Sentinel Initiative. These findings suggest that either the FDA is taking regulatory actions based on evidence not made publicly available or that more comprehensive safety evaluations might be needed when potential safety signals are identified. The findings also highlight the continued need for rigorous post-market safety studies to strengthen the quality of evidence available at the time of regulatory action, as well as the importance of ongoing efforts to leverage real world data sources to evaluate and resolve signals identified from the FAERS and support FDA regulatory decisions.
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